Notorious for degrading diffusion MRI data quality are so-called susceptibility-induced off-resonance fields, which cause non-linear geometric image deformations. While acquiring additional data to correct for these distortions alleviates the adverse effects of this artifact drastically -e.g., by reversing the polarity of the phaseencoding (PE) direction -this strategy is often not an option due to scan time constraints. Especially in a clinical context, where patient comfort and safety are of paramount importance, acquisition specifications are preferred that minimize scan time, typically resulting in data obtained with only one PE direction. In this work, we investigated whether choosing a different polarity of the PE direction would affect the outcome of a specific clinical research study. To address this methodological question, fractional anisotropy (FA) estimates of FreeSurfer brain regions were obtained in civilian and combat controls, remitted posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients, and persistent PTSD patients before and after trauma-focused therapy and were compared between diffusion MRI data sets acquired with different polarities of the PE direction (posterior-to-anterior, PA and anterior-to-posterior, AP). Our results demonstrate that regional FA estimates differ on average in the order of 5% between AP and PA PE data. In addition, when comparing FA estimates between different subject groups for specific cingulum subdivisions, the conclusions for AP and PA PE data were not in agreement. These findings increase our understanding of how one of the most pronounced data artifacts in diffusion MRI can impact group analyses and should encourage users to be more cautious when interpreting and reporting study outcomes derived from data acquired along a single PE direction.
Introduction
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a popular approach for studying white matter microstructural characteristics (Basser et al., 1994; Jones and Leemans, 2011; Pierpaoli et al., 1996) and has been applied in a wide range of clinical applications (Menon, 2011; O'Hanlon et al., 2015; Reijmer et al., 2015; Verhoeven et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) . To minimize scan times, diffusion MRI data are generally acquired with echo-planar imaging (EPI) (Turner and Le Bihan, 1990) . A major disadvantage of acquiring DTI data with EPI, however, is the presence of susceptibility-induced geometric distortions (Andersson et al., 2003; Gallichan et al., 2010; Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Jones and Cercignani, 2010; Ruthotto et al., 2012) . These distortions are generally visible as geometric image deformations in combination with signal expansion (signal loss) or compression (signal pile up) in the phaseencoding (PE) direction and have been shown to affect global fractional anisotropy (FA) values (Wu et al., 2008) and tractography results (Irfanoglu et al., 2012) .
As susceptibility-induced distortions can be more harmful in data acquired along the left-to-right PE orientation (blurring signals across the midline and hampering the natural symmetry of the left and right brain hemispheres) than in data with anterior-to-posterior (AP) or posterior-to-anterior (PA) PE directions, the latter is most frequently applied in diffusion MRI of the brain . To correct for EPI distortions, diffusion images can be normalized to an anatomical scan without EPI distortions (e.g., to a T 1 or T 2 weighted image as described in Irfanoglu et al., 2012) . Although more advanced methods to correct for distortions are currently available, these come at the cost of requiring additional information (e.g., two sets of diffusion images, acquired with opposite PE, or a B0-field map characterizing the magnetic field inhomogeneity (Irfanoglu et al., 2015) ). Especially in a clinical context, where scan times are kept minimal, it is therefore common practice to obtain only one set of diffusion images with one specific PE direction in anterior-to-posterior (AP) or posterior-to-anterior (PA) direction and, subsequently, to apply a registration-based procedure for correcting EPI distortions. However, whether FA estimates derived with a typical analysis pipeline differ significantly between scans with a different PE direction remains unclear. Investigating this potential confound is particularly relevant for clinical research applications, where such type of image artifact could affect conclusions.
In this study we investigate the magnitude and significance of the effect of PE direction on FA estimates in specific brain regions by comparing DTI data sets with opposing PE direction. In addition to exploring regional FA differences between the PA and AP PE DTI data, we investigated whether the outcome of a specific clinical research question would be in agreement between PA and AP PE scans. In particular, for this study, we questioned whether the observed FA changes in specific cingulum subdivisions -brains areas known to be affected in PTSD (e.g., Abe et al., 2006; Daniels et al., 2013; Fani et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011) -differs between (a) PTSD patients who recovered after treatment (remitted PTSD); (b) veterans who still had a PTSD diagnosis after treatment (persistent PTSD); and (c) combat controls. Similar outcomes for the clinical research question were expected for parallel processed AP and PA PE scans.
Material and methods

Participants and clinical assessment
PTSD patients were recruited from one of the four outpatient clinics of the Military Mental Healthcare Organization, after a clinician diagnosed PTSD. Healthy civilian and combat controls were recruited with advertisements. After written and verbal explanation of the study was given, all participants gave informed consent. In total, 352 sets of DTI scans (i.e., 176 scans with PA PE direction and 176 scans with AP PE direction) were obtained to investigate the effect of the polarity of the PE on the FA estimates. Of those, 171 scans were paired with a T1 weighted image, which allowed registration based correction, and investigation of FreeSurfer parcellations. This included scans from 25 healthy civilian controls, 28 healthy veterans and 51 PTSD patients at the first time point, and scans at reassessment of 22 healthy veterans and 45 PTSD patients.
All veterans (with and without PTSD) were reassessed after 6-8 months, during which PTSD patients received treatment as usual (see Supplementary material A for an overview of the clinical assessment, the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and details of the demographics of the participants). Based on PTSD diagnosis at reassessment, PTSD patients were subdivided into a remitted group (no PTSD diagnosis at reassessment, N = 16), and a persistent PTSD group (PTSD diagnosis at reassessment, N = 23). This study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht and was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2013).
Data acquisition
Two transverse DTI data sets with opposite polarity of the PE direction (i.e., PA and AP) were acquired, each consisting of one nondiffusion weighted image (b = 0 s/mm 2 ) and 30 diffusion-weighted images (b = 1000 s/mm 2 ) (Jones, 2004) . Other acquisition settings were: TR = 7057 ms, TE = 68 ms, matrix size = 128 × 128, voxel size = 1.875 × 1.875 × 2 mm 
Data processing
ExploreDTI (v4.8.4) ) was used to process each DTI dataset, which consisted of correcting for subject motion, eddy current-induced distortions, and susceptibility artifacts (Irfanoglu et al., 2012; ). Of note, this correction procedure does not include a modulation with the Jacobian determinant of the deformation field. The diffusion tensor was estimated on the corrected images with a robust fitting routine (Tax et al., 2015; Veraart et al., 2013) .
In order to investigate difference in FA estimates before registrationbased correction, native space white matter skeletons were created using FSL (Smith et al., 2006 ; with default setting: FA threshold N 0.2). Mean FA-values were extracted and compared between PA and AP PE acquisition. To investigate the effect of PE direction on FA-values, mean FA values were extracted from parallel processed (corrected) AP and PA images for 70 cortical white matter regions and 27 subcortical regions as derived with FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 2002; Fischl, 2012 ) (see Fig. 1 ).
Illustration of correction for susceptibility artifacts
Fig. 2 presents an overview of the procedure to correct for susceptibility-induced artifacts. The top row shows the color-encoded FA maps after correcting for subject motion and eddy current-induced distortions, but before the susceptibility correction step (left: PA PE direction; right: AP PE direction). On these maps -and their enlarged regions in the middle -one can easily appreciate the differences in geometry of the brain stem area between the AP and PA scans. Also frontal brain areas are heavily affected as can be seen on the nondiffusion-weighted images (middle row). By registering the dMRI data to the T1 weighted data with ExploreDTI, whereby the deformation field is constrained to the PE direction (for details, see Irfanoglu et al., 2012) , one can correct the susceptibility-induced artifacts (bottom row). The bottom left and bottom right images show the colorencoded FA maps after the susceptibility correction step and fused with the T1 weighted image. These corrected images were used for regional FA comparison between PA an AP PE acquisition.
While correcting for EPI deformations improves the quality of the data geometry, residual misalignment between the T1 weighted and corrected diffusion-weighted data can still often be observed. Fig. 3 shows an example where such spatial correspondence is not optimal. Especially in the frontal area, where these artifacts are quite pronounced, the difference in geometry between AP and PA PE data is clearly visible (see enlarged regions in Fig. 3 ). In short, AP and PA PE datasets were processed in parallel with ExploreDTI and the corrected images were utilized to calculate FA values and assess the difference in regional FA-values between AP and PA PE acquisition.
Statistical analyses
2.4.1. Native space white matter skeleton FA difference A paired samples t-test was performed to investigate the difference between native space white matter skeleton mean FA values for PA and AP PE scans (N = 176). Note that this analysis was performed before the registration-based correction step.
Regional FA differences
The absolute difference and the percentage difference in FA values between PA and AP PE directions was calculated for each FreeSurfer region over all available registration-based corrected FA maps. For each region, a paired samples t-test was performed using the FA values of the PA and AP PE scans for all groups and time points combined (N = 171). Bonferroni correction was applied (p b 0.05/97 = 0.0005 was deemed significant) to correct for testing multiple brain areas. The absolute and percentage FA differences were also displayed on the "FS_cvs_avg35_inMNI152" FreeSurfer template (Fischl, 2012) .
Clinical research question
To answer the clinical research question, i.e., whether the observed FA changes in specific cingulum subdivisions were different between (a) remitted PTSD (b) persistent PTSD and (c) combat controls over the course of treatment, repeated measures ANOVAs (group (3) by time (2) by hemisphere (2)) were performed to compare the rostral, caudal, posterior, isthmus and hippocampal cingulum subdivisions, for the two sets of reversed PE diffusion images, using age as covariate. Since we were not interested in asymmetry of the cingulum, hemisphere was modeled as a parameter of non-interest to provide overall statistics for the left and right cingulum subdivisions combined. To correct for testing five subdivisions of the cingulum, Bonferroni correction was applied (p b 0.05/5 = 0.01 was deemed significant), as well as false discovery rate (FDR) correction.
Results
Native space white matter skeleton FA difference
Comparison of the white matter skeleton FA estimates revealed that FA for PA (FA = 0.441 ± 0.012) was higher than FA for AP (FA = 0.434 ± 0.010). Interestingly, this difference, while being small, is highly significant (paired-sample t-test; N = 176 per group; p b 0.0001). Fig. 4 illustrates that PA FA estimates were higher than AP estimates for nearly all diffusion scan pairs.
Regional FA differences
The spatial distribution of FA estimates of FreeSurfer brain regions of PA and AP PE scans (corrected for subject motion, eddy currents and susceptibility distortions) for all subjects at both time points (N = 171) showed similar patterns, but differences in FA were also visible, for example in the posterior corpus callosum and inferior parietal white matter (Fig. 5) . The FA magnitude difference between PA and AP PE direction scans (N = 171 for each PE direction) ranged from 0.001 to 0.06 or, equivalently, from 0.4% to 30% across all FreeSurfer regions, and was on average 0.014 or 4.5% (Fig. 6) . The FA values were significantly different between PA and AP scans for many of the FreeSurfer regions (for a complete list see Supplementary material B). Regions that showed the largest positive "PA minus AP" differences in FA (i.e., with differences N 0.03) were the optic chiasm (0.06 or 30%), left inferior parietal (0.04 or 12%), left lateral occipital (0.03 or 12%), and left bankSSTS (0.03 or 9%). Regions with the largest negative "PA minus AP" differences in FA (i.e., with differences b − 0.03) were the middle posterior corpus callosum (− 0.04 or − 7%), posterior corpus callosum (−0.04 or −6%), right temporal pole (−0.03, −11%), right pars orbitalis (−0.03 or −11%), and right frontal pole (−0.03 or −15%).
From Fig. 6 one can observe that the largest FA differences between the PA and PA PE direction scans were located in regions closest to the interface between brain and non-brain tissue. In addition, positive FA differences (PA N AP) were located more frequently in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere (Fig. 6 ).
Clinical research question
The DTI scans with AP PE direction showed a main effect of group for the FA of the isthmus cingulum (F (2,56) = 5.318, p = 0.008, Bonferroni and FDR corrected), where remitted PTSD patients had significantly lower FA values than persistent PTSD patients and controls (Fig. 7) . The scans with PA PE direction showed a similar pattern, i.e., a main effect of group for the FA of the isthmus cingulum (F (2,56) = 4.490, p = 0.016), but this effect did not survive Bonferroni, nor FDR correction (Fig. 7) . No interaction effects were observed for the FA of the isthmus cingulum. No group or group-by-time interaction effects were found for either PA or AP PE data for the FA of the other cingulum white matter subdivisions.
Discussion
Susceptibility-induced artifacts are known to hamper diffusion scan quality, though it was unclear to what extent the polarity of PE direction matters for FA estimates, especially for group analyses. Here, a large set of diffusion images with opposing polarity of PE direction (AP or PA) was utilized to examine effects of the choice of PE direction on FA estimates, and on the outcome of a specific clinical research Fig. 2 . Susceptibility-induced artifacts and their differences due to polarity of PE direction (PA: left vs. AP: right). Top and middle rows show the color-encoded fractional anisotropy and non-diffusion-weighted images, respectively, which were already corrected for subject motion and eddy current distortions. Notice the difference in geometry between the AP and PA PE scans as shown in the enlargements. The bottom row shows the color-encoded diffusion orientation fused with the T1 weighted image, which was used for correcting the susceptibilityinduced artifacts.
question. While several methods have been proposed to correct for susceptibility-induced artifacts, e.g., by mapping the (static or dynamic) B0 magnetic field inhomogeneity (Chen et al., 2006; Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Truong et al., 2011) , by applying advanced reconstruction approaches (Bhushan et al., 2013) , or by collecting additional diffusion scans (Andersson et al., 2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015; Gallichan et al., 2010; Irfanoglu et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2004; Ruthotto et al., 2012) , many of these strategies are not feasible in a clinical setting as they require specific sequences or hardware specs that are not widely available yet or come at the price of additional scan time. In this study, we focused on comparing AP and PA PE scans by using a registration-based distortion correction procedure. To this end, the T1-weighted scan served as the undistorted target as it is typically available in conventional clinical MRI acquisition protocols. Native space white matter skeleton FA values were also investigated in order to provide insights in FA differences before the registration-based correction.
White matter skeleton and regional FA differences
Differences in FA values between parallel processed PA and AP PE scans were observed for 85 of the 97 investigated FreeSurfer brain regions, and were on average in the order of 5%. The magnitude of this effect is similar to the magnitude of differences in FA estimates between clinical groups (e.g., Phan et al., 2009; Tromp et al., 2012) . Moreover, in 26 FreeSurfer brain regions, the effect of the choice in PE direction was even larger than 5%, suggesting that the effect of interest (e.g., the group effect) could potentially be swamped by the effect of PE direction in those brain regions. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the difference in residual spatial misalignment between AP and PA PE data after distortion correction. Edges (grey/white matter boundary) of the non-diffusionweighted image (top) are displayed in red and overlaid on the T1 weighted image (bottom) for both PA (left) AP (right) PE for a representative subject. There are mainly two factors that can be the driving the observed difference in FA values between the PA and AP PE scans. First, the local differences in signal intensity between the PA and AP PE scans (signal pile-up vs. signal loss) cause a local difference in signal-to-noise ratio, which, in turn, may result in differences in the estimation bias. Secondly, the FA differences between the PA and AP PE scans could also be attributed to methodological imperfections of the correction procedure, in which residual misalignment between the corrected diffusion scans and the anatomical T1-weighted scan can still be present (Fig. 3) . However, the native space white matter skeleton FA estimates also differed significantly between PA and AP PE direction (Fig. 4) . Since these skeletons were based on native space images, no misalignment is involved and, hence, the difference observed in white matter skeleton FA value is likely due to the estimation bias induced by susceptibility distortions. Therefore, it can also be suggested that the regional FA differences are not solitarily due to misalignment, but probably also suffer from estimation bias.
Another observation was that the difference in FA estimates between opposing PE direction scans was not the same across regions. In some regions, scans with PA PE direction provided higher FA estimates than scans with AP PE direction (see positive difference, i.e., the "red-ish" brain areas in Fig. 6 ), whereas the opposite was found in other brain regions (see negative difference, i.e., the "blue-ish" brain areas in Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, higher FA values in PA versus AP PE scans seemed to be more frequently present in the left hemisphere with lower FA values in PA versus AP PE being more frequently observed in the right hemisphere. Consequently, one could argue that the choice in polarity of the PE direction could even affect lateralization outcomes of diffusion measures. Potentially, natural asymmetries in white matter connectivity and tract volume (Büchel et al., 2004; de Groot et al., 2009; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) may explain the hemispheric differences, since misalignment will have a larger impact on smaller structures than on larger structures. Note that this observation was only qualitative of nature, as investigating asymmetry was considered beyond the scope of this study. In addition, the coloring (blue for negative red for positive) shows quite a visually striking distinction between the left and right hemisphere, although there is practically no difference in absolute FA values (in the order of | 0.01 | on average). Future research would be needed to investigate the interaction between the effect of PE direction (and the strategy to correct for it), natural asymmetries in white matter connectivity, and lateralization measures to further elucidate this observation.
Clinical research question
The effect of the choice of the polarity of PE direction (AP or PA) on the outcome of the clinical research question, i.e., whether the observed FA changes in specific cingulum subdivisions were different between (a) remitted PTSD (b) persistent PTSD and (c) combat controls over the course of treatment, was clearly not negligible. While both PA and AP PE diffusion scans showed an uncorrected group difference in FA for the isthmus cingulum, only for the AP PE data this group effect survived the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from both group analyses for the data acquired with different polarity of PE direction in this study are not in agreement. As a general guideline, we encourage researchers to also report the polarity of the PE direction to be able to compare their findings more objectively between future studies.
Methodological considerations
The two sets of DTI scans were acquired in the same order: the PA PE before the AP PE direction. Therefore, multiple slow scanner drifts may have affected the quality of the scans, and possibly have interacted with the PE effect (Truong et al., 2011; Vos et al., 2014) . In addition, the differences in FA estimates were compared between scans with opposing polarity of PE, and not between different distortion correction methods (e.g., compare registration-based methods with reversed PE polarity methods such as Top-up of FSL (Andersson et al., 2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015) ). While such comparison could also provide valuable insights, we have specifically chosen for this analysis strategy as it reflects the typical pipeline for group studies in a clinical setting, which was the main goal of this study. In addition, it is inevitable that the processing pipelines would differ between reversed PE correction methods and registration-based correction, which would complicate interpretation. Future studies should investigate the difference in FA values between registration-based approaches (as applied here) and reversed PE based corrections. More specifically, it would be interesting to see if reversed PE correction will provide intermediate FA values with respect to PA and AP parallel processed estimates.
As an alternative to the time consuming distortion corrections that require collecting reversed PE acquisition of all diffusion images, it can be proposed to acquire reversed PE B0 images only to calculate the displacement field (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015) , which can then be utilized for correction. This will only add a minimal amount of time to the scan protocol (e.g., 7s in this study). Future studies should explore the quality of such a distortion correction in comparison with acquiring all diffusion images with reversed PE and with registrationbased approaches. In addition, accuracy of FA estimates was investigated in this study, which does not provide information about the precision of the estimates. Future research can also investigate differences in precision of FA estimates between AP and PA PE acquisition, using perturbation analyses, such as bootstrapping or error propagation methods, which can be useful for calculating uncertainty measures Koay et al., 2007; Pajevic and Basser, 2003; Whitcher et al., 2008) .
Finally, the number of subjects in the remitted (N = 16) group could be considered relatively small for investigating the clinical research question. However, with such confounding effects not commonly evaluated with data from large samples of subjects, nor in clinical populations (Irfanoglu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2008) , our study complements currently available methodological studies by providing investigation of the effect of PE direction in a large sample of scans, and between groups.
Conclusion
In this study, choosing a different polarity of the PE direction (AP versus PA) was shown to affect the estimation of FA values in 85 of the 97 investigated FreeSurfer brain regions. In addition, we have shown that the conclusions for the clinical research question outcome of the AP and PA PE data did not concur. While our study highlights the importance of choice of the polarity of the PE direction in a DTI group analysis using registration-based correction, other diffusion models will suffer from this confound in a similar fashion. These findings increase our understanding of how one of the most pronounced data artifacts in diffusion MRI can impact group studies and should encourage users to be more cautious when interpreting and reporting study outcomes derived from data acquired along a single PE direction.
